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Global Inequality
B y  D o u g l a s  a .  H i c k s

are the world’s rich and poor growing closer together or 

farther apart? Why should we care either way? The chris-

tian story expands our moral vision to see every person 

not as a potential consumer in a global market, but as a 

reflection of god’s image.

Critics and proponents of globalization are waging a fierce debate 
over the effects of globalization on inequality. Are the world’s rich 
and the world’s poor growing closer together or farther apart? Why 

should we care either way?
A decade ago, there was a general scholarly consensus that global dis-

parities of wealth and income had risen between 1970 and 1990. But more 
recently the negative impact of globalization on inequality has been ques-
tioned, especially by economists suggesting that globalization has tended   
to create a more equal world. The debate rages on.1

Proponents make claims such as “Globalization has brought the world 
together on a level (or flat) playing field,” while critics contend that “Glo-
balization has created an unequal world.” Such general statements, from 
supporters of globalization and from detractors alike, are too sweeping to 
be accurate. 

It is very clear, however, that current global inequality levels—whether 
they have been moving up or down—stand very high. Inequality of income, 
for instance, is as severe in global society as it is in any particular country in 
the world. That is, consider the degree of economic disparity in some of the 
most economically unequal countries in the world, like South Africa, Guate-
mala, and Brazil. If we envision the whole world as one society—which is 
precisely what globalization encourages us to do—we would see that eco-
nomic inequality among the world population is greater than it is within 
these countries marked by economic disparity and social fractures.
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It is precisely the rising consciousness of an interconnected world—the 
globalization of our imagination, if you will—that calls us to think anew 
about the social and political implications of global inequality. Global 
inequalities of particular kinds and of a severe degree are grave matters     
of moral consequence. Therefore, we should care about both poverty and 
inequality. The “capability approach” to understanding economic inequali-
ties, in conversation with resources in Christian ethics, I will argue, helps  
us to understand precisely why and how we must focus on inequalities as   
a matter of human well-being. I will conclude by suggesting constructive 
ways for the Christian community and a wider “global citizenry” to tackle 
the issues surrounding economic inequalities.

G l o b a l  I n e q u a l I t y :  S o  W h a t ?
The statistical debates about trends (and causes) of global inequality 

remain crucially important. We need to understand the changes in national 
and international economic systems that together comprise the process of 
globalization and their relationship to the widening or narrowing of global 
inequalities. The examinations of social scientists working on these issues 
must carefully break down the processes in order to isolate the various rele-
vant factors, such as technological changes, population changes, climate 
changes, knowledge/educational changes, changes in tariffs and other bar-
riers to trade, and movement in exchange rates. 

Yet whatever our empirical investigations of inequality yield, we must 
not commit the logical fallacy of “is implies ought.” For instance, the fact 
that the global economy includes pressures that exacerbate inequality 
should not lead us to conclude that somehow this inequality is morally 
acceptable. Some proponents who view the global market as the inevitable 
economic system seem to accept such an assumption. Conversely, some crit-
ics of globalization seem to assume that global equality is the fundamental 
value that we should all prioritize; this assumption, too, must be justified 
morally if it is to be convincing. Why do we care about inequality, and what 
kinds of inequality, precisely, do we care about? 

Thus, alongside the empirical debates—and as the context for them—it   
is time for leaders and citizens alike to examine global inequality in moral 
terms. In a notable New York Times opinion-editorial, W. Michael Cox and 
Richard Alm argued that Americans had little reason to “decry the wealth 
gap.”2 Indeed, they went so far as to say that “our response [to rising 
inequality] is: So what?” 

Notwithstanding its cavalier tone, “So what?” is just the right question 
to ask about disparities of wealth at both the domestic and international lev-
els. Inequality is not necessarily inequity or injustice. Doctors, on average, 
receive more education in anatomy and pharmacology than other citizens, 
and much of this education is supported indirectly or directly by the state. 
This reality reflects a clear inequality in education. But such an inequality   
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is not unjust; rather, training a group of physicians over many years is a fair 
and good thing since it promotes the health of the population, for the public 
good. But we care deeply about access to the medical profession: Are medi-
cal schools and the profession of medicine open to all persons, regardless of 
sex, race, religion, or sexual orientation? A host of difficult moral questions 

arise here—e.g., which cri-
teria for equal access are, in 
fact, morally relevant: intel-
ligence, compassion, physi-
cal ability? The main point 
is that inequality in itself is 
neither a good or bad thing. 
Facts about trends, levels, 
and types of inequality, 
then, require critical moral 
evaluation. 

Some degree of inequal-
ity will surely and necessar-
ily exist for income, wealth, 

and education. No person serious about human liberty can advocate abso-
lute equality in any sphere. But to say that full economic equality is unat-
tainable is not the same as accepting excessive inequality.

P o v e r t y  o r  I n e q u a l I t y ?
It is not easy for citizens deeply influenced by the modern discourse on 

freedom and individualism to focus on the disparities and corresponding 
deprivations that economic free markets allow or even exacerbate. We often 
take economic arguments about growth, productivity, and efficiency as a 
kind of immutable reality that cannot and should not be questioned. The 
names of Adam Smith and Alfred Marshall, the respective “fathers” of clas-
sical and neo-classical economics, are invoked to assert that the economy 
and its Invisible Hand should be left alone. 

Less often noted is the fact that Adam Smith himself was a moral philo-
sopher concerned that the economy should operate within a wider frame-
work of justice and “sympathy.” More specific to the issue of economic 
deprivation, Smith insisted that all citizens should have the means “to 
appear in public without shame,” means that are always relative to the soci-
ety in which one lives.3 Alfred Marshall added that poverty and its allevia-
tion “give to economic studies…their chief and their highest interest.”4 

Smith and Marshall would be deeply troubled by economists and others 
who believe that inequality and poverty are not matters of public concern. 
We must attend to all indicators that give some idea of the effects of the 
economy on persons’ actual well-being. The moral bottom line is the im- 
pact of economic policies and conditions on people’s lives.

some inequality must exist for income, 

wealth, and education. No one serious about 

human liberty can advocate absolute equality. 

But saying full equality is unattainable is not 

the same as accepting excessive inequality.
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Some analysts argue that we should be concerned about poverty (a   
condition of absolute deprivation) and not about (relative) inequality at    
all. That is, they suggest that if the rich become more affluent while the 
income and wealth of poor people simply do not change, there is an overall 
improvement. This is the standard answer in economics (in the discussions 
of “Pareto superiority”): a social improvement occurs when one or more 
persons are made better off and no one is made worse off. This calculation 
of being “better off” and “worse off” is made in terms of money alone. (It is 
precisely the limitation of the analysis to income alone that I will question, 
especially in the following section.) Consider this case: Bill Gates’ income 
increases by five million dollars, while all other incomes remain the same. 
In this scenario, overall income rises (because Gates’ income goes up); pov-
erty remains the same; and income inequality increases. According to the 
standard economic analysis, this is a social improvement. Indeed, the 
increase in inequality does not factor in. 

How would we focus on inequality in this analysis? Widening our view 
to include the “relative” effects upon some persons from the increasing eco-
nomic status of other persons is a complicated task. There are various kinds 
of effects. First, if the incomes of the most affluent people go up, but the 
average income, say, of the poorest part of the population stays the same, 
the price level for goods and services would go up. Thus, in inflation-adjust-
ed terms, the poor actually become less well-off in the Bill Gates scenario 
noted above. We could address this problem, though, by looking at real 
income. 

A more complicated “relative” factor concerns the effects upon the poor 
due to a rise in incomes of the middle and upper classes that has the effect 
of altering consumption patterns. As an example, the rise in private automo-
bile usage in the past fifty years had a severe impact on the availability of 
public transportation for those without the means to buy or lease a car.  
Similarly, the recent proliferation of cell phones has led to the near disap-
pearance of public pay phones in many cities. Although the cell phone is a 
relatively low-cost technology (and a promising economic “equalizer” in 
some contexts), it can create an additional expense for persons who now 
cannot locate pay phones for occasional use. 

More complex yet are the psychological effects of relative disparity. 
From a purely functional standpoint, no one “needs” an iPod in their com-
muting around town. But teenagers in the U.S. and Europe now are lacking 
something in their social circles if they do not have one. This example is not 
just a trivial one, and the lack that persons can experience is more than a 
matter of envy. It is about social belonging. Research from both the United 
States and the United Kingdom suggests that people’s health and sense of 
overall well-being are more closely correlated with relative deprivation 
position than with absolute levels of income or wealth.5 Humans are, after 
all, social beings, as Adam Smith noted some two-and-a-half centuries ago. 
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For now, I suggest that even to have a poverty-vs.-inequality debate 
(that is, should we care more about poverty or inequality?) would in itself 
reflect an important opening up of our moral analysis. The perspective I will 
explore below offers reason to care about both poverty and inequality.

W h y  d o  C e r t a I n  I n e q u a l I t I e S  M a t t e r ?
The basic claim that humans are social beings brings us to the heart of 

how and why inequalities matter morally. Dollars are an abstraction, albeit 
a fundamental one for survival in today’s economy. It is the impact of those 
dollars on one’s everyday activities and perceptions of self and the world 
that really matter. We are more concerned with the intrinsic components of 
well-being than with dollars or automobiles. Are persons able to meet their 
basic and more complex human needs? Are they able to participate in their 
own society? Do they have the freedoms and capacities to express them-
selves culturally, politically, and religiously? These are questions of funda-
mental human well-being.

Christian thinkers through the generations have addressed economic 
activity as an important part of both individual and communal living. It is 
often stated that Jesus’ recorded teachings focus more on economic matters 
than on any other single subject. The early Church, as described in the book 
of Acts and in Paul’s epistles, was particularly concerned with providing for 
the needs of the least well-off persons and communities. The book of Acts 
implicitly calls for a limit on inequalities, with references to commonly held 
goods and to the selling of possessions to provide for the needs of others 
(Acts 2:42-27; 4:32-35). When the Apostle Paul asked for funds to help the 
saints of Jerusalem, he discussed the need to provide for each other in a 
reciprocal, even an equalizing, way: “Our desire is not that others might be 
relieved while you are hard pressed, but that there might be equality. At the 
present time your plenty will supply what they need, so that in turn their 
plenty will supply what you need. Then there will be equality, as it is writ-
ten: ‘He who gathered much did not have too much, and he who gathered 
little did not have too little’” (2 Corinthian 8:13-15; cf. Romans 15:25-27).6

Over the centuries, believers developed rules and practices of Christian 
economy. Monastic life is a specialized expression of economic equality in 
communal life (though critics will note that this is voluntary poverty equal-
ly distributed). Augustine and Aquinas offered rules for constraining greed 
and envy while striving to maintain public order (especially in Augustine) 
and promote the common good (especially in Aquinas). Specific questions 
of practice, like what kinds of interest constitute usury, began to play an 
increasing role in Christian theological and moral thought. Yet these think-
ers did not radically question the inequalities of station or status among dif-
ferent persons in society. The organic image (all are members of the Body of 
Christ, but some are the head and some are the feet, etc.) predominated over 
more democratic images in medieval times, and as a result various political, 
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social, and economic inequalities went unquestioned. In the Reformation, 
Martin Luther and John Calvin moved in a democratic direction (with key 
concepts such as the priesthood of all believers), but they did not tackle 
issues of economic inequality directly. Enlightenment Christianity, among 
other things, helped to bring (or restore) talk of democracy more fully into 
Christian theological thought and practice.

In the twentieth century, the dream of an egalitarian world (and 
Church) took a firmer grip. Some Christian thinkers embraced the hope of 
society-wide Christian socialism, which had earlier been attempted, fre-
quently with disastrous consequences, in European and U.S. enclaves. For 
instance, Karl Barth accepted a socialist vision in his early writings. In a 
more sustained set of reflections in the 1930s, William Temple, who would 
become the Archbishop of Canterbury, offered what he called a workable 
version of Christian socialism for British society. In the post-war boom and 
the opening-up of the post Vatican II Catholic Church, Latin American theo-
logians developed what became known as “a theology of liberation.” Priest-
theologians like Gustavo Gutiérrez engaged in critical but appreciative 
conversation with Marxism, although the emphasis on socialism diminished 
significantly in liberationist thinking across the 1990s and into this century.

Notwithstanding these collectivist impulses (and, conversely, the over-
stated conservative embraces of the market as God’s will), many Christian 
thinkers are seeking an independently critical stance from which to judge 
the role of economic systems on the well-being and dignity of human per-
sons. Some analysts misdescribe this mainstream approach as a “third way” 
between capitalism and socialism, but such language misses the fact that 
Catholic social teaching and 
certain Protestant writers 
offer a more fundamental 
moral language to analyze 
the various expressions of 
both capitalism and social-
ism. In these frameworks, 
economic inequality is 
denounced for its dehu-
manizing effect on the per-
sons at the bottom end of 
the economic distribution. 
On occasion, the effects 
upon the rich from excessive materialism are mentioned as a second kind of 
problem created by inequality. 

A number of Christian theologians and ethicists are turning to the phil-
osophical-economic school of thought known as the “capability approach” 
for a richer vocabulary to analyze economic life. Pioneered by Nobel-win-
ning economist Amartya Sen and philosopher Martha Nussbaum, the capa-

That we are social beings brings us to the 

heart of why inequalities matter morally.  

Dollars are an abstraction; it is their impact 

on our everyday activities and perceptions  

of self and the world that really matter.
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bility approach emphasizes those aspects of human well-being that enable 
persons to be active participants in society and realize the ends they deter-
mine for themselves.7 This vocabulary helps to capture, in conversation with 
economics, values that are present in the Christian tradition in concepts 
such as human dignity, solidarity, and the preferential option for the poor. 
In addition, the capability approach has specified, in a way more precise 

than any writings in Chris-
tian ethics, those spheres of 
well-being in which equali-
ty and inequality matter. 
Martha Nussbaum’s list of 
ten capabilities is one very 
detailed specification (more 
universally dictated than 
Sen would prefer) of human 

capabilities for which we should have moral concern.8

Stated succinctly (and in negative terms), inequalities matter to the 
extent that they obstruct at least some persons from realizing their human 
dignity within their own communities. Sen talks of an equality of “basic 
capability” as a precondition for allowing individuals to pursue their own 
valued ends.9 The Christian tradition includes what liberationists have 
termed the preferential option for the poor, by which individuals, churches, 
and societies are called to focus special attention to those persons in jeopar-
dy of being marginalized in their communities or of not realizing their 
human dignity. In this Christian perspective drawing from the capability 
approach, we would look at global inequality in various forms—such as 
income, wealth, political and cultural participation, educational attainment, 
and health and longevity.10

Such a moral approach to global inequalities does not answer, of course, 
the specific question of how much inequality, and of what forms, is morally 
acceptable. Rather, it provides a moral vocabulary for addressing the “so 
what?” question. It accepts the fact that the descriptive-empirical questions 
of global income and wealth inequalities are important ones, while it also 
calls for more careful examination—even empirical analyses—of inequalities 
of more intrinsic importance, such as disparities in health and lifespan, in 
educational attainment, and in access to global media and markets. 

The Christian story is a global one, and Christian theology and ethics 
can contribute to the stretching of the global imagination. It expands our 
vision not in terms of seeing every human as a potential consumer in a glob-
al market. Rather, Christian ethics views every person as a reflection of 
God’s image endowed with human dignity. In opposition to narratives that 
portray national identity or even religious identity as primary, the Christian 
narrative views all human beings fundamentally as moral equals. 

This Christian perspective requires us to explore how certain forms of 

inequalities matter when they obstruct at 

least some persons from realizing their 

human dignity within their own communities. 
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inequality impede human dignity and a corresponding human solidarity. 
Economic processes of globalization have the promise to enhance, in some 
ways, the conditions of dignity and solidarity. But this is not a given, and 
economic systems should always be subject to moral evaluation. Intrinsic 
moral goods include human well-being, capability, and community; we 
evaluate economic indicators such as productivity, growth, and even distri-
bution in terms of their effects on these goods.
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